The soap labels for this months’ box were made by young artist,
Demi. Thank you Demi!

Happy making!
The Team at Peacocks
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MEMORY JUG

Memory jugs are an Afican American folk art used to
remember people by. They are handmade pots that are
decorated with small items associated with the person. These
objects could include beads and jewellery, shells, pebbles, bits
of broken china or even small toys and figurines.
This activity will show you some ways that you can take
inspiration from the memory jug and make your own vessel to
remember someone or something by.

d To remember a special
person or pet.

d To remember a
favourite place.

d To remember yourself!
Cover your jug in all of
your favourtie things now
and look back on it in a
few years.
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OPTION ONE: HAND BUILDING
You will need:
s The Clay from your box.
s The Clay Tools from your box.
s A bowl of water.
s A work surface that can be easily cleaned. (You may want to
use a chopping board or protect your surface with a plastic bag
or cling film.)
s A selection of small items to decorate your pot. These could
be things like small toys, beads, pebbles, sea glass, shells, coins,
or pieces of pottery.

STEP ONE:
Take a section of clay and roll it
into a small ball.

STEP TWO:
Hold the ball in one hand and
slowly push you thumb into the
centre. Stop before your thumb
reaches the bottom of the ball.
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STEP THREE:
Gently pinch the clay between your
thumb and finger, turning the pot in
your hand as you work. Make sure
to keep your thumb on the inside of
the pot and your fingers on the
outside.

STEP FOUR:
Keep turning and pinching the pot
with even pressure until the walls
of your jug get taller. It helps to
keep the clay a little thicker so you
have space to press your items
into.

STEP FIVE:
You can either leave your pot how it
is, or create a longer spout for it. To
do this, gently fold the rim of your
pot inwards so that it overlaps.
Continue round the whole pot until
you are happy with how it looks.
*TIP* Keep your hands a little
damp to stop the clay from
drying out. If you see any
cracks, smooth over them
with a wet fingertip.
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STEP SIX:
Once you are happy with the shape of
your jug, gently tap the bottom on your
worksurface to flatten the base.

STEP SEVEN:
You are now ready to decorate your jug!
Press your object gently into the clay.
You may want to use a finger or
modelling tool on the inside of the jug to
help press your items firmly into the
clay. This helps to keep the shape of
your jug as you add decorations.

*TIP* Bring the clay up and over the
edges of your item to help it stay in
place. You can always add more clay to
the edges if you need to.
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OPTION TWO: MOLDING
STEP ONE:
Find an object that you can form your clay around.
Something like an old jam jar or tin can would
work well.

STEP TWO:
Take a section of clay and press it flat. It should
be large enough to cover your chosen vessel and
thick enough to press your objects into.

STEP THREE:
Trim any excess clay and put to the
side.

STEP FOUR:
Wrap the clay around
your jug. Press the clay
firmly onto the surface
and smooth any seams.
If your vessel has a lid,
you can cover this with
clay too!
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STEP FIVE:
You can now start to press your objects into the clay and
create your memory jug!

STEP SIX:
Find the perfect place to show
off your creation!
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Try some 3 minute mindful drawing challenges
using our senses
Sound

what you can hear

Touch

shapes and textures

what

you can smell and taste
how or what you

feel

Find a place you know well or a favourite place and
somewhere comfortable to sit down and get your
paper and drawing materials out
While sitting upright or leaning try closing your eyes
and breathing. Try this for 3 mins to
start or for as long as you can manage
You should start to pay attention to your
senses while you are breathing and relaxing

Wind

Texture

4 minutes

7 minutes

*Draw: You can use drawing to record or react to sounds
without lifting your pencil
*Write: You can use writing to describe or make a list of as
many things you are noticing as you go
*Reuse: draw over the previous drawing, layering them together
*Try: try your ideas out in a variety of places once a day
using separate sheets of paper or any notepad or sketch
book as many times as you like
*Find: places indoors
*Try: keeping your eyes closed while you draw without looking
for as long as you can with as many colours as you can

30 seconds

7 minutes

TIPS
Set a timer on someone’s phone for between 3 and 5 mins or
whatever you can manage
find a place you have never been before
Try a mindful challenge in the mornings or any time you need
to wind down

3 minutes

5 minutes

3 minutes

Staying safe while out and about can be easy if you go with
a friend or your family during the daytime
Find a safe and comfortable place to sit, wrap up warm, take
some water with you and let someone know where you are going
and when you are coming back

We would love to hear how your sensory drawings
and writing turned out, please share with us!
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Milk

or J
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ton

Rinse out your milk carton,
use scissors to cut it open
and dry the inside.

Cut strips from the carton,
you will use these sections
to draw on, so make sure
the sizes suit your drawing
ideas.
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Make sure the silver side is
facing upwards, this is the
side you will be drawing on.
Tip: You might want to
put newspaper down
before starting this activity,
it can get rather messy!

Using your pen, draw onto the silver side of the
carton, making sure to apply plenty of pressure.
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Once you are happy with
your drawing. Use your
foam roller and oil paint to
cover the image, making sure
to get into all of the grooves.
Final Drawing
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Take your dry cloth and start removing the
top layer of oil paint, what you should be
left with is a thin layer of paint where you
have drawn your image.
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There are rubber gloves
in your boredom box, you can
wear them so you don’t
get too messy!
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Prepare your sheet of paper by soaking
it in water for no more than thirty seconds.
Take it out and use tissue paper to dab
off excess water from the surface, so
that it is not soaking wet but the paper
feels damp.
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Place your sheet of paper over the top of
your drawing. Apply pressure on to the paper
by using your hand or you can use the weight of
your glue stick to rub the paper while holding the
paper in place.
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Gently lift off your sheet of
paper to reveal your art work.

What’s nice about this
activity is you can print over
and over again creating
copies of your drawing!
All you need to do each
time is add more paint
and wipe of the excess,
making sure to soak each
sheet of paper.

Finished

Print

ure

Cornflour 150g
Hair conditioner 100ml
Water
Mixing bowl
Colourful paint or food dye
Container or ziplock bag

1. Add 100/150g of cornflour per person
into a bowl

2. Add about 100ml of conditioner to the bowl

3. Start mixing the cornflour and conditioner
together with your hands or a spoon

4. Add very small amounts of water as you go,
it depends on what type of consistency you
want!
5. Keep adding ingredients until you have a
dough that you like, this can be a soft fluffy
dough or a runny/ stringy dough

6. Lastly add the colouring
of your choice, a little at a
time until you have a colour
you like

7. Use your container or bag to store your
dough inside to stop it from drying out

TIPS

Make your cloud dough the way you want it!
For a dryer less liquidy dough,
add more flour or less water
and conditioner
For a slime like dough use
more conditioner and less flour

If you don't like the feeling of
the dough on your hands you
can place this inside a bag or
clingfilm and play with it that
way instead

While handling your
dough keep it moving
quickly passing it
between each hand

Cabinet
of
Curiosities
Also known as Wunderkammer,
Wonder-Rooms or Cabinet of Wonder.

What is a Cabinet of Curiosities?
A Cabinet of Curiosities displays a collection of
rare or unusal objects which have been discovered
by an individual and kept out of intrigue and
interest.
The Curiosities normally feature antiques, objects
of natural history (such as stuffed animals, dried
insects, shells, skeletons, shells, herbarium, fossils)
and even works of art. The curiosities are stored in
cabinet, shelves or even whole rooms dedicated to it.

Do you collect
objects that you
find when you
are at the beach
or out on a walk?
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Short History
Cabinets of curiosities were small collections of
extraordinary objects which attempted to categorise
and tell stories about the wonders and oddities of
the natural world.
First appearing in early Renaissance Europe the
Cabinet of Curiosities was the earliest form of
what we understand as a museum today. Cabinets
were also recognised for their impact and
development of science. The popularity of the
cabinet of curiosities faded during the 19th century,
as it was replaced by official institutions and private
collections.

Build your own!

DIY Cabinet
of Curiosities
You will need: Cardboard box, scissors, glue,
colourful sheets of paper, paint, paint brush,
tape, pen or pencil.
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What will you
put on display?
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Finished Example

you will need:
Polystyrene sheet
pencil
coloured oil Paints
paper
foam roller
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gently remove your sheet of paper,
revealing your relief print

